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1. Cycling is a sport for enjoyment, used by LTDC Cycling Club as a 
strategy to get closer to Christ. The LTDC Cyclists are: 

a. Messengers of LOVE, PEACE & HOLINESS; 
b. They always bring People to Christ, especially on Tours; 
c. They promote Family Time & Unity with the LTDC Child Tour     

  Experience, and the LTDC Tour Picnic at the Finish Line. 
d. They Help Jesus to transform Disciples into Loved Disciples. 
e. They Help the Neighbor to Have Fun, by Sharing Happiness. 
 

2. The traffic laws should be regarded as mutual agreements, used to 
promote safety for drivers of motor vehicles and cyclists. Therefore, no 
one should try to evade or break these laws. 

3. Visiting cyclist and spectators are honored guests, brothers in Christ, 
children of God, that the same God has drawn them to Christ, through 
us, the LTDC Cycling Club. Therefore, treat them that way, as they can 
become future LTDC Cyclists for Jesus Christ. 

4. LTDC Officials & Cyclists should be treated and regarded as honest in 
intention that have accepted and are following the LTDC Code of 
Conduct to the best of their knowledge and ability. 

5. LTDC Officials decisions shall be accepted without looking angry. 

6. Decisions or directives from Traffic Officials that enforce the law on the 
streets, shall be accepted without looking angry. 

7. The riding of LTDC Tours are Non-Competitive. Remember always the 
teachings of Jesus Christ: “So the last shall be first, and the first 
shall be last; for many will be called, but few chosen.” Matthew 
20:16 

8. The Act of Waiting or Helping the LTDC Cyclists (other club’s 
cyclist or individual cyclist) that is behind, for being slow, or due to a 
mechanical or health problem, will be considered: Triumph for the 
Club. 

9. In cycling, as in life, treat others as you would have them treat you. 

 


